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Hard core saw: While most cutting tests were
conducted on machined pine logs due to the
uniformity of their size and density, all saws were
tested on hard, dry jarrah as well to get a feel for
heavy-duty work. We were surprised how well most
saws coped with the heavier timber.

Do battery chainsaws
cut the mustard?

A real lightweight? All saws were weighed, with
battery installed and bar oil tank half filled. The
lightest chainsaw was the Stihl MSA 120 at 3.83kg,
and the heaviest was the AEG at 6.84kg.

A few years ago it was almost inconceivable that battery-powered chainsaws would be available. But like so many
other products which have recently been revolutionised by battery and motor technology, cordless chainsaws are now
less of a gimmick, and more of a practical tool. Overall, the performance of the battery-powered chainsaws exceeded
the expectations of Kondinin Group researchers Josh Giumelli, Ben White and Mark Saunders.

A

range of practical tests
conducted in Dardanup, Western
Australia, quickly showed up the
best performing chainsaws of the
13 units tested.
While these battery saws do not pose a
threat to the larger chainsaws most farmers
use for felling trees and cutting firewood,
they are a viable option for that second,
smaller chainsaw that is popular for fencing,
trimming timber, pruning, carpentry or
construction. And for anyone who travels
with a chainsaw on board, they are ideal;
requiring no fuel, and are ready to go at a
moment’s notice provided the battery is
charged.

THE CASE FOR CORDLESS
There is a lot to like about a battery
chainsaw. For a start, they are far quieter
than a petrol-powered chainsaw, although
hearing protection is still required. They
emit no fumes, and have no hot exhaust to
burn yourself on.
The frustration of trying to start a
reluctant petrol saw is eliminated with a
battery saw, as they will run as long as they
have charge in the battery. Provided the
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chain is kept sharp, they will also cut just as
quickly as many small petrol chainsaws.
Lithium ion battery packs will generally
fully charge in an hour, but many will reach
around 75 percent charge after half an hour.
If you have two battery packs, you can keep
cutting for an extended period provided you
are close to a charger.
But the main benefit of the battery
chainsaw is to be found in the short bursts
of work, which you may not otherwise
bother to start a petrol saw for. For fencing
work they are ideal, and in many cases
easier to handle for delicate or dangerous
work such as morticing. It is worth
mentioning that the danger of kickback
from a battery saw is just as high as it is
from a petrol saw.
In short-burst work, the battery life of
some of the better units tested would keep
them operating for ages. It is unlikely
anyone would chose one of these saws for
some heavy-duty, continuous work such
as firewood cutting, but they are great for
zipping through a few barrow-loads of logs
for the fire.
Many of the battery chainsaws tested
weighed less than five kilograms, leading to
© Kondinin Group – Reproduction in whole or part is
not permitted without permission. Freecall 1800 677 761

less fatigue when used for extended periods.
But there were some larger units such as the
AEG and Victa saws which weighed almost
7kg and felt overly heavy.

TESTS CUT TO THE CHASE
Testing the battery chainsaws involved a
series of practical exercises designed to test
chainsaw performance and ergonomics.
Our test panel, consisting of the Kondinin
Group research team and chainsaw safety
instructor and farmer John Giumelli, gave
the chainsaws star ratings for both ease of
use and build quality (see figure 1).
With a fully charged battery and brand
new chain, slices were cut off 150mm
machined pine logs until the battery ran
flat. The highest score was 122.5 slices,
recorded by the Stihl MSA 200. This cutting
endurance score gives an indication of the
battery performance, as well as the cutting
efficiency of a chainsaw (see figure 2).
Cutting speed was also evaluated by
measuring the time taken to cut 10 slices
of the same pine logs, and is recorded in
figure 3. The Stihl MSA 200 was fastest
(42 seconds), closely followed by the
Husqvarna 536Li (44s).
www.farmingahead.com.au
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LESS NOISE, BUT STILL LOUD
One of the main benefits of the battery
chainsaw is the lower noise level compared
to a petrol powered saw. But the battery
chainsaws are still loud enough for the
operator to need hearing protection.
Noise levels were measured at the
operator’s ear while cutting a hardwood log
(see figure 5).
The quietest chainsaw was the Stihl MSA
120 at 84 decibels, followed by the Makita
DU2527 (85dBA) and the Husqvarna 136Li
(86dBA).
The limit for noise exposure in the
workplace as covered by Occupational
Safety and Health Regulations is 85dBA,
meaning the only saws that could be used
continuously for eight hours without hearing

protection are the Stihl and Makita units
mentioned previously. This exposure time
limit halves for every increase of 3dBA,
so a saw measuring 88dBA would be four
hours, and one recording 91dBA would
have an exposure limit of 2 hours.
Obviously, it is pretty difficult to use
a battery chainsaw continuously for long
periods at a stretch. We recommend wearing
hearing protection when using any of these
chainsaws.

Figure 1. Star ratings

MORE VOLTS PLEASE

Husqvarna 136Li

One thing that becomes quickly apparent if
you look at the range of cordless chainsaws
on the market is the wide range of battery
voltages used by different manufacturers.
Indeed, some manufacturers have two
different voltages in their range of tools.
For example, Ryobi has both 18V and 36V
chainsaws, and AEG manufactures 18 and
58V. After operating some 18V chainsaws in
the past, it was quickly decided to exclude
these low-voltage units from this test due to
their poor performance compared to higher
voltage saws. Most of the chainsaws in this
evaluation operate off 36V. All saws feature
lithium-ion battery packs of varying capacity,
measured in Ampere-hours (Ah).

Ease of use

Build quality

Stihl MSA200
Stihl MSA 160
Stihl MSA120
Husqvarna 536Li

Makita DUC353Z
Makita DUC252Z
AEG 58V
Victa 80V
Oregon CS300
Redback
Ego CS1400E
Ryobi RCS36B35

JOHN SHEARER - FORWARD ORDER PROGRAM

PRE-SEASON DEALS NOW ON!

Includes: Universal Seeder Bar (left) • 3m Pasture Drill (right)
Trashworkers • All disc & tyne drills

10% DISCOUNT ON OUR ENTIRE RANGE
Hurry - deals available from June to August 2017. Contact your participating John Shearer dealer today!

Have you visited our website lately?
See the full product range now at
johnshearer.com.au
Call 08 8268 9555 for more info or to find your nearest participating dealer
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Out of interest we measured the chain
speed in metres per second under a no-load
situation to see how it correlated with
cutting performance (figure 4).
While the faster cutting saws certainly
had a higher chain speed, it did not
necessarily guarantee cutting speed was the
fastest. But the chainsaws with the lower
chain speeds were invariably the slowest
cutting chainsaws.
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Figure 2. Cutting endurance
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Figure 3. Cutting speed
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Figure 5. Chainsaw noise levels
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Noise levels were measured at the operator’s ear while cutting a hardwood
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Figure 4. No-load chain speed
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Slices of Pine: Kondinin Group researchers cut over 1000 slices of 150mm pine logs during testing to evaluate battery life and cutting speed. The Stihl MSA
200 top scored with 122.5 slices before the battery ran flat.
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ON-THE-GO CHAIN SHARPENING
The OregonCS300 chainsaw featured a unique “PowerSharp” chain sharpening system,
which allows the user to sharpen the chain while the saw is operating. A small lever is
pulled up with the chain running, which brings a curved sharpening stone into contact
with the top of the teeth. One link of the chain has a dressing tooth which keeps the
stone flat. The depth gauges are also lowered in the process.
Standard chainsaw chain is sharpened with a circular file from underneath the
tooth, so the Powersharp chain is designed differently to allow the cutting edge to be
sharpened from on top of the tooth. This leads to a pointy, aggressive tooth, with less
physical mass, and a narrow shank, which seems less robust than a standard chainsaw
tooth. The system worked well enough during testing, but we are not convinced the
chain would last as long as standard chainsaw chain. In addition, the teeth look like they
could possibly snap off under heavy operating conditions.
Powersharp system in operation. The lever is lifted
up for 3-5 seconds with the chainsaw at full speed to
bring the sharpening stone into contact with the teeth.

Side view of Powersharp tooth and
stone dressing tooth (gold colour).
1/4P Picco chain as used by
the three Stihl chainsaws (left),
compared to regular 3/8 chain as
fitted to the Husqvarna 536Li (and
the majority of saws tested).

TYPES OF CHAIN

The curved sharpening
stone wraps around
the drive sprocket
and is brought to bear
against the chain during
sharpening.

6
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Powersharp chain tooth (top) and standard semichisel chainsaw tooth (bottom).
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The Stihl chainsaws were fitted with
a low kickback, narrow-kerf chain,
known as Picco chain. The chain is
noticeably smaller than the regular 3/8
or 3/8 low-profile chain fitted to the
other chainsaws tested. It is designated
1/4P (P for Picco) and uses a 1/8” or
3.2mm file for sharpening.
This style chain is used with pole
and pruning saws, and its narrow kerf
means it is removing less material for
the same cut compared to 3/8 chain.
In addition, the reduced mass of the
smaller chain robs less power from
the battery saw, possibly helping the
impressive cutting endurance scores
recorded by the MSA 200 and 160
models. The Stihl chainsaws also used
thinner, narrower bars, and a lighter
chain bar oil, possibly helping reduce
chain friction further.
We found regular 3/8 chain tended
to cut hard dry timber (Jarrah) slightly
faster than the Stihl’s Picco chain. The
Husqvarna 536Li, which had a slightly
longer cut time on ten slices of pine
(44s) than the Stihl MSA 200 (42s),
recorded a faster time of 64s on dry
jarrah of the same size, compared to the
Stihl with 70s.
www.farmingahead.com.au
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Battery voltage
V

Battery capacity
Ah

Motor type

Weight
kg B

Overall length
mm

Effective bar length
mm C

MSA 200 C-BQ

36

6

brushless

4.95

720

300

Stihl MSA 160 C-BQ

36

6

brushless

4.88

670

260

Stihl MSA 120 C-BQ

36

2.8

brushless

3.83

670

250

Husqvarna 536Li

36

4.2

brushless

4.59

765

335

Husqvarna 136Li

36

4.2

brushless

4.98

750

265

Makita DUC353Z

36 A

5

brushless

5.19

760

325

Makita DUC252Z

36 A

5

brushed

4.28

540

220

AEG 58V

58

4

brushless

6.84

850

345

Victa 80V

80

2

brushless

6.76

865

415

Oregon CS300

36

4

brushless

5.41

770

365

Redback

40

4

brushless

6.69

850

390

Ego CS1400E

56

2.5

brushless

5.29

760

340

Ryobi RCS36B35

36

5

brushless

5.79

780

315

Note: : chainsaws use two 18V, 5Ah batteries per saw. : weight as measured including half full oil tank and battery installed. : length of bar protruding from saw.
A

SAFETY FIRST
Generally speaking, all of the regular safety
features as found on petrol-powered saws
are found their battery equivalents. All had
chain brakes, where the plastic guard in
front of the top handle instantly activates
the chain brake if the saw were to kick back
towards the operator. These all functioned
correctly.
All chainsaws had some form of chain
catcher underneath the sprocket, which is a
small bracket designed to retain the chain
and prevent it from striking the operator in
the event of a breakage (or chain coming off
the bar). However only the Victa, Makita
DUC353Z and both Husqvarnas had steel

B

C

chain catchers, the rest being made of
plastic.
It was also pleasing to see many of the
saws had some form of coast brake, which
stops the chain from running on when the
saw is removed from a cut and the operator
lets go of the trigger.
We also liked saws which had a power
switch, like the Husqvarna models, which
needed to be turned on before pulling the
trigger. This effectively arms the saw, and
prevents accidental running, especially if
children get their hands on the saw.
Another option is to always leave the
chain brake engaged when the saw is not
being used.

Table 2: Battery chainsaw contacts
AEG

aegpowertools.com.au

Bunnings

bunnings.com.au
(retailer of AEG, Ryobi and Victa)

EGO

egopowerplus.com

Husqvarna

husqvarna.com/au/

Makita

makita.com.au

Oregon

oregonproducts.com

Redback

parklandspowerproducts.com.au

Ryobi

ryobi.com.au

Stihl

stihl.com.au

Victa

victa.com/au

Acknowledgements: Stihl and Husqvarna for the loan of test chainsaws. John Giumelli, Dardanup Western
Australia. Toolmart. Bunbury Mower Service, Bunbury WA. Elliott’s small engines, Bunbury WA. Justin Musitano,
Brunswick WA.

By the barrow load: You’d be brave to try and cut a
ute-load of firewood with a battery chainsaw, but they
will certainly cut a few wheelbarrow loads for the
fireplace.

The chain brake as fitted to the AEG chainsaw.
www.farmingahead.com.au
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Table 1: Battery chainsaw specifications
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Stihl MSA 200 C-BQ
and MSA 160 C-BQ
SUMMARY
Stihl’s MSA 200 was a clear winner on the
day, with the fastest cut speed, and doubling
the endurance of many of the other saws
tested. Its smaller brother, the MSA 160,
was no slouch either, recording the second
best endurance, but at a slower cut speed.
Both saws are impeccably balanced, low in
vibration, and a pleasure to use.
The Stihl chainsaws are fitted with
a proprietary ‘Picco’ chain, featuring
smaller teeth which give a cleaner cut with
narrower kerf. This no doubt aids cutting
performance, but limits options for sourcing
aftermarket replacement chains. It also
did not perform as well during hardwood
cutting tests.
Outwardly, the MSA 160 and 200 seem
identical, save for the shorter bar fitted
to the 160. Both chainsaws use the same
battery, and the power heads seem identical.
The 160 has fewer teeth on the sprocket,
leading to a slower chain speed.

Stihl MSA 160 (top) and MSA 200 (bottom)

LIKES
 Cutting speed (MSA 200)
 Cutting endurance
 Balance and ease of use
 Neatness of cut (construction use)
 Tool-less chain tensioning system works
well

DISLIKES
 Picco chain more expensive to replace
 Plastic bucking spurs on MSA 160

PRICE
•
•
•
•

8

MSA 200 C-BQ: $429 (skin)
MSA 160 C-BQ: $349 (skin)
AP 300 6Ah battery (as tested): $269
AL 300 quick charger: $108 (all prices
include GST)
Research Report July 2017 No. 090
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At WFI, our history of providing specialist insurance to rural and farming
communities stretches way back to 1919. Today, we are proud to continue that
support. Not only by providing tailored farm insurance to suit your requirements,
but as a platinum sponsor of the Australian Farmer of the Year Awards.

All the best to the finalists. Find out more at
wfi.com.au/AFOTY
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Stihl MSA 120 C-BQ
SUMMARY
Designed as more of an entry-level battery
chainsaw, the MSA 120 still turned in a
creditable performance, and would make an
attractive option for those considering some
of the other lower cost chainsaws featured
in this evaluation. As with the MSA 160 and
200 models, it was well balanced and easy
to use.
Of note, the MSA 120 was the only
chainsaw recording a sound pressure level
at the operator’s ear below the industry
acceptable noise exposure level of 85dBa,
measuring 84dBA in this case. This means
the saw can be safely operated for eight
hours without hearing protection, although
we always recommend wearing ear muffs.
The MSA 120 utilises a different battery
and charger to the 160 and 200, which will
be shared with the soon-to-be-released MSA
140 model. It did share some of the features
of the larger Stihl saws, such as the tool-less
chain tensioning system and Picco chain,
but did not have the cutting endurance or
cut speed of the larger saws.

LIKES
 Great value for money
 Battery also fits a grass trimmer, hedge
pruner and a blower
 Well balanced and easy to use
 Lightest chainsaw tested
 Quiet operation

DISLIKES
 Short bar (250mm effective length)
 Lower cutting endurance
 Plastic bucking spurs

PRICE
• $459 (including battery and charger)
• $339 (skin)
• $179 (AK 20 battery)

10
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SUMMARY
As an entry-level model in a similar vein to
the Stihl MSA 120, the 136Li is a similar
sized unit to the 536Li, with the most
noticeable difference being the battery
slides in from the top, rather than from the
side.
As with the 536Li, the 136Li is powered
by a brushless motor and both saws operate
off the same 4.2Ah battery. But the 136Li
recorded a much lower cutting endurance
score than its bigger brother, cutting 50
slices of the test log to the 536Li’s 77.5.
Cutting speed was also slow, as the unit
tends to shut down if pushed into the cut.
A lower-tech charger is supplied with the

www.farmingahead.com.au

136Li, which plugs into the battery, rather
than being a dock which the battery slots into.
As we were going to print, Stihl have
advised the 136Li is to be superseded by
a new model, the 120i, which appears
outwardly similar to the 136Li, and will
retail for the same price.

PRICE
•
•
•
•

$599 (includes battery and charger)
$299 (skin only)
$249 (BLi150 battery)
$99 (QC 80 charger

© Kondinin Group – Reproduction in whole or part is
not permitted without permission. Freecall 1800 677 761

LIKES
 Well balanced and easy to use
 Safety arming button
 Tool-less chain tensioning system
 Battery fits a range of other garden tools

DISLIKES
 Low cutting endurance
 Low cutting speed

No. 090 July 2017 Research Report
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Husqvarna 136Li
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Husqvarna
536Li
SUMMARY
The larger of the two Husqvana chainsaws
tested, the 536Li was smooth, well balanced
and easy to use. While not matching the
cutting endurance of the two larger Stihl
models, the battery was of lower capacity
(4.2Ah as opposed to 6Ah). Cutting speed
was on a par with the best, and the larger
3/8 chain and longer bar felt more suited to
cutting dry timber or the occasional load of
firewood.
The 536Li featured a keypad near the
front handle, with button to ‘arm’ the saw
before cutting could commence. This is an
excellent safety feature which should be
fitted to all saws, as some are live as soon as
the battery is installed. An eco mode button
also allows the saw to run at a slower chain
speed to extend battery life on light cutting
duties.

LIKES
 Longer length bar
 High cutting speed
 Smooth with little vibration
 Safety button to arm saw

DISLIKES
 Would like a slightly longer lasting
battery
 Chain tensioning requires tools (although
this may be preferable for some)

PRICE
• $1047 (including battery and charger)
• $249 (BLi150 battery)
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For reliable broadleaf weed control
in fallow systems.
Benefits
• Fast burndown of weeds, in most situations within
72 hours of application
• Unique systemic activity which provides more
complete control with less regrowth
• Broad spectrum control of 32 broadleaf weeds
including fleabane, wireweed and sowthistle
• Will control broadleaf weeds resistance to
glyphosate, phenoxy, triazine and ALS herbicides
• Can be used standalone for broadleaf weed control
or in conjunction with glyphosate for control of both
broadleaf and grass weeds

For more information call 1800 558 399
visit www.agro.basf.com.au
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Makita DUC353Z
SUMMARY
One of the surprise performers, Makita’s
brushless DUC353Z was a very fast cutting
chainsaw, with admirable battery life.
Utilising two 18V batteries to achieve 36V,
this chainsaw is sure to appeal to anyone
owning Makita cordless tools, as they will
only have to fork out $499 for the skin.
Others may choose to buy Makita cordless
tools based on the great performance of this
saw.
The 36V Makita was smooth and well
balanced, and similar to operate to the
Stihl and Husqvarna offerings, but had a
faster chain speed. Battery levels of both

cartridges are easily checked with duel
battery level gauges on the top of the saw.
It also featured a start button, used to arm
the saw before the trigger is pulled to start
cutting.

PRICE
• $499 (skin only)
• $149 (5Ah battery, as tested – two
needed)
• $125 (4Ah battery)
• $379 (dual port fast charger including
two 5Ah batteries)

LIKES
 Great battery life and cutting speed
 Smooth to operate and nicely balanced
 Safety arming button
 Tool-less chain tensioning system
 Uses 18V Makita cordless tool batteries

DISLIKES
 A little heavy

Makita DUC252Z
SUMMARY
Like the Makita DUC353Z, the smaller
DUC252Z uses two 18V batteries to supply
36V to a brushed, 800W motor. Fitted with
the shortest bar tested and a top-mounted
handle, the chainsaw is designed more as
a pruning saw, and can be operated onehanded.
For regular use, the positioning of the
handles and slow cut speed means the
chainsaw becomes uncomfortable to operate
after a period of time.

14
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PRICE
• $369 (skin only)
• See Makita DUC353Z for battery and
charger pricing

LIKES
 Can be used one-handed for pruning
 Adjustable oiling system
 Tool-less chain tensioning system
 Uses 18V Makita cordless tool batteries
© Kondinin Group – Reproduction in whole or part is
not permitted without permission. Freecall 1800 677 761

DISLIKES
 Very slow cutting speed
 Can be uncomfortable to operate for longer
periods
 Short bar
 Plastic bucking spurs
www.farmingahead.com.au
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LIKES

SUMMARY
The AEG chainsaw was the only unit tested
operating off 58V, and is sold exclusively
through Bunnings in Australia. The battery
fits a range of other outdoor products such
as lawn mowers, blowers, hedge cutters and
line trimmers. At 6.84kg, the AEG was the
heaviest chainsaws tested, and also had one
of the longest bars fitted.
It was not the smoothest saw to use,
but was reasonably impressive during
testing, with a fast cut speed and one of

the better cutting endurance scores. While
the chain tensioning system relied on tools
for adjustment, a combination spanner/
screwdriver is housed under the front of the
saw for such a purpose.

PRICE

AND HARVESTING EQUIPMENT
Specializing in no-till and precision seeding equipment

NARROW FOLD BAR
NEW DESIGN

DISLIKES





• $399 (skin only)
• $649 (with charger and battery)
• $269 (4Ah battery)

DIRECT SEEDING

 Great cutting speed and battery life
 Large bar for bigger jobs
 On-board spanner
 Steel bucking spurs

Very heavy
A bit bulky
Higher levels of vibration during use
No coast brake on chain

Double disc parallelogram openers
Low profile double disc openers
Air seeder bars

No pilot vehicle required
Transport width no more
than 3.5 m

Yetter coulters
Yetter fertilizer coulters

Uses two folding modes to meet
width and height regulations
for transport without a pilot vehicle
Up to full 10m working width for
sowing crop and pasture
Can be equipped with K-HART,
Gent and Yetter components

NG
DUCI
O
R
T
E
IN
ANGL
A NEW

OPENER
Gent

Minimal soil disturbance
Cuts through surface residue
Reduced hair pinning
Less sideways soil compression
Good penetration in hard ground

Shown ready for choice of disc

SALES & SUPPORT
0427 471 022
www.farmingahead.com.au

OFFICE
08 9844 3555
© Kondinin Group – Reproduction in whole or part is
not permitted without permission. Freecall 1800 677 761

directseeding@wn.com.au
www.directseeding.com.au
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Victa 883017
SUMMARY
Given we had a brand-new 80V Victa
chainsaw in our possession, we decided
to put it through its paces. Technically
speaking, the 80V chainsaw has been
superseded by the ‘82V’ Victa range,
although the battery voltage seems to be
the same as the new model. Apart from
cosmetic differences, the two chainsaws
appear to be identical.
Victa declined to supply us with the
latest model, and were unable to advise
of any differences between the 80V and
82V units, except for a small piece of

plastic in the charger preventing battery
interchangeability.
The saw itself is a large, heavy beast,
weighing in at 6.76kg, and is fitted with
the largest bar tested, of 415mm effective
length.
For such a large saw, we expected better
performance, but battery life was poor, and
cut speed was mediocre. But we did use a
2Ah battery, and a 4Ah is available to fit the
82V model. Chain tension requires a tool,
but this is conveniently housed in the base
of the chainsaw.

LIKES
 Long bar, only 18” unit tested
 Battery fits other Victa garden tools
 Has safety switch to arm saw
 Lower cost unit

DISLIKES





Low battery life (2Ah battery)
Average cutting speed
Heavy and bulky
Vibrates during use

PRICE
• $349 (skin only, 82V model)
• $549 (includes battery and charger)

Oregon 36V
SUMMARY
Better known for their range of chainsaw
bars and chain, Oregon actually produce a
36V battery chainsaw. Of note, the chainsaw
features an ‘on-the-go’ chain sharpening
system, and as such the proprietary chain
differs from the familiar full or semichisel chains (see box section, page 32 for
more information on the chain sharpening
system).
The chain teeth are certainly aggressive,
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PRICE
• $599 (includes battery and charger)
and the saw is not as smooth to use as
other units, not helped by the aggressive
chain tooth angle. Cutting speed was not
fast, and battery life was average. The
saw has a clunky feel, and certainly lacks
the ergonomics of many of the other units
tested.
© Kondinin Group – Reproduction in whole or part is
not permitted without permission. Freecall 1800 677 761

LIKES
 Large bar
 Chain sharpening system
 Low cost
 Tool-less chain tensioning system

DISLIKES
 Possible durability issues with chain
 Slow cutting speed
www.farmingahead.com.au
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SUMMARY

LIKES

Overall, the Redback 40V chainsaw
performed reasonably, with average cutting
endurance and cut speed. But it was let
down by its poor ergonomics, heavy weight
and overall clunky design.
The large 4Ah battery juts awkwardly
out over the front handle, and the chain
brake lever is positioned hard up against the
operator’s hand on the wrap-around handle.
It is not the most comfortable chainsaw to
operate.
The Redback comes with a reasonable

3320
3320

PARALINK HOE DRILL
TM

length bar (390mm useable length), and
chain tensioning requires no tools. We liked
the oil fill spout, which is inclined, allowing
refills without tipping the unit on its side.
But it is frustrating waiting for the chain to
speed up once the trigger has been pulled.

PRICE
• $475 (includes battery and charger)
• $279 (skin only)

 Reasonable length bar
 Steel bucking spurs
 Oil fill location
 Low cost unit

DISLIKES
 Lack of ergonomics
 Slow to accelerate to speed
 Poor placement of battery and chain brake
handle

3 Independent Hoe Drill Configurations, 1 Goal.
3 Independent Hoe Drill Configurations, 1 Goal.

PARALINK HOE DRILL
TM

Talk to your Bourgault Dealer today about how you can make
every seeding hour count with Bourgault seeding systems.
Talk to your Bourgault Dealer today about how you can make
every seeding hour count with Bourgault seeding systems.
www.farmingahead.com.au

© Kondinin Group – Reproduction in whole or part is
not permitted without permission. Freecall 1800 677 761

www.bourgault.com.au
www.bourgault.com.au
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Ego CS1400E
SUMMARY
The Ego range of battery outdoor products
was previously sold through the nowdefunct Masters hardware stores, but is
now commonly available through alternate
outlets such as Mitre 10 and Home Timber
and Hardware. The 56V CS1400E comes
equipped with a 2.5Ah battery.
Although the cut speed was reasonable,
the Ego chainsaw recorded the lowest
cutting endurance score. The unit lacks
the ergonomic niceties of the higher end
units, and tended to vibrate during use.
Interestingly, the Ego was the only chainsaw

with a filter fitted to the oil tank neck, which
slowed refills considerably.

LIKES
 Reasonable cutting speed
 Decent length bar
 Tool-less chain tensioning

DISLIKES
 Poor battery life
 Plastic bucking spurs

PRICE
• $459 (including charger and battery)
• $299 (skin only)

Ryobi RCS36B35
SUMMARY
Like the AEG, the Ryobi RCS36B35 36V
chainsaw is sold solely through Bunnings
outlets. During testing, it recorded a
creditably fast cutting speed, and average
cutting endurance, but was still beaten by
the Stihl MSA 120, which costs $90 less and
is far nicer to use.
In the 36V range, Ryobi also offer a
mower, edger, line trimmer, blower vac,
and incredibly, a pressure cleaner. While the
Ryobi chainsaw has an overall cheap feel
about it, it is not too bad to operate, and is
one of the better low-cost units.
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Handles are reasonably comfortable,
although its weight is at the heavier end of
the scale.
Chain tensioning does not require tools,
and steel bucking spurs are fitted to help
grip logs when cutting.

PRICE
• $549 (including battery and charger)
• $299 (skin only)
• $269 (5Ah battery)
© Kondinin Group – Reproduction in whole or part is
not permitted without permission. Freecall 1800 677 761

LIKES
 Good cutting speed
 Reasonable to operate
 Tool-less chain tensioning

DISLIKES
 Poor battery life
 Plastic bucking spurs
www.farmingahead.com.au

